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Introduction
One of the phenomena that limits the applicability of Richards equation is
“dynamic non-equilibrium” (DNE) of water flow in porous media. In
multistep outflow experiments (MSO), DNE effects are characterized by a
faster equilibration of the pressure head compared with the two-phases
outflow dynamics [1]. Various reasons are hypothesized to cause DNE
effects, among them dynamic contact angles and time-dependent
wettability changes [2]. Here we report results from MSO experiments with
ethanol as a fully wettable fluid and compare them with water to answer
the following questions:

1. What is the effect of liquid surface tension on DNE flow in MSO
experiments?

2. What is the effect of soil‘s organic coating on DNE flow in MSO
experiments?

Materials and Methods
 MSO experiments were conducted using water and ethanol

 MSO experiments with water for two materials:
(a) natural sand (organic carbon content = 0.34 %)
(b) natural sand treated with H2O2 to remove the organic coating

Results 2: Organic coating affects DNE

water ethanol
surface tension* (mN m-1) 72.7 22.4
viscosity* (mPa s) 1.0 1.2

density* (g cm-3) 0.998 0.789

Conclusions
 Liquid properties affect the non-equilibrium dynamics in MSO 

experiments. For ethanol, DNE effects were absent.
 Organic matter contributes to DNE flow in MSO experiments. 
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Results 1: Liquid properties affect DNE

Measured and fitted outflow and pressure head data for the natural sandy material. 

water ethanol

The Richards-VGM model cannot simultaneously describe cumulative
outflow and pressure head data in the case of water (left). A systematic
misfit is observed especially in the last three steps. In the case of ethanol,
the Richards-VGM model describes both data groups very well (right).

natural sand natural sand+ H2O2

The treatment of the natural sand with H2O2 resulted in a “Richards type” 
flow, also for the last three steps.

Measured and fitted outflow and pressure head data for the natural sandy material 
(left) and for the natural sandy material treated with H2O2 (right). 
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